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In video data transmission over Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs), in which network 
congestion and link failures are main characteristics, providing Quality-of-Service (QoS) is challenging. In 
such situation, using multipath routing protocols along with efficient packet scheduling can improve the 
performance of video delivery over sensor networks. In this paper we propose a new packet scheduling 
mechanism for multipath video transmission over WMSN. Since, different video frame types in a 
compressed video stream have different impact on the perceived video at the receiver; our proposed 
scheme for video packet scheduling is content aware that schedules transmission of different video packets 
over different paths. For this purpose, condition of each routing path is periodically evaluated and the high 
priority video packets are transmitted through high quality paths. Simulation results show that our 








Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are self-organizing networks having very large number of 
sensor nodes. These nodes are usually scattered over an environment to collect information from 
the perimeter. They have properties such as low cost, small size and weight, and due to their 
limited resources, i.e. energy, memory, and processing power, they must be placed closely to each 
other [1, 2]. WSNs are subject to advancement because of their simplicity and applicability. 
Furthermore, new applications have been developed for them. Over the last few years, Wireless 
Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs) have been employed for multimedia communication 
within a sensor network. WMSNs are able to retrieve multimedia content such as video and audio 
streams, still images, and scalar sensor data from the environment [1, 2]. 
 
There are many challenges to be addressed to support video communication over sensor 
networks. Decreasing delay in real-time video streaming is a crucial problem. In addition, large 
amount of bandwidth is needed for video transmission [3, 4]. Hence, routing protocol plays an 
important role for optimizing network throughput, efficient bandwidth usage and decreasing end-
to-end delay. Several routing protocols are proposed for these goals. Most of data transmission 
protocols only use an optimal single path. To detect such path, some criteria should be considered 
like data transmission direction, the distance from the destination node, and the remaining energy 
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level in each node [5]. In this sort of protocols, when a main path is identified between the source 
and destination nodes, the data would be transmitted through the distinguished path.  
 
Using single path for transmission of a bandwidth demanding video traffic in a sensor network 
with limited energy nodes causes the energy of the nodes in the path to be consumed and finished 
sooner than other nodes of the network that exterminates the accessibility  of the nodes in the 
neighbourhood of the path after a while. In addition, due to the error prone nature of wireless 
channels, using single path may decrease the reliability of data transmission in the network [5]. 
Unlike single path, multipath transmission increases bandwidth efficiency and reliability, and 
decreases end-to-end delay of video delivery over WMSNs. A class of routing protocols entitled 
as "multiple path routing" presents a group of routing algorithms which allow every source node 
to identify some different paths toward the destination node for data transmission [3, 5].  Using 
this technique, respecting the quality of each path, the network traffic can be shared on several 
paths. Hence the system's resources would be used in an optimal manner and the required quality 
of services will be provided for transmission of video contents too. The multipath routing is used 
for various purposes in different networks, such as: improving the reliability and resiliency, 
decreasing the network traffic and decreasing the delay [6, 7, and 8]. But the existing restrictions 
of WMSN, causes the need to some new essentials in order to use these techniques for video 
transmission. 
 
The problem of video streaming with resource constraints in WMSN proves challenging as 
network traffic increases, thus a packet scheduling mechanism can play important role in 
optimizing the quality of video streaming applications over WMSNs. In this paper we propose a 
packet scheduling mechanism for multipath video transmission over a sensor network in which 
the video packets are scheduled based on multiple paths properties and also based on video 
packets content. Since different video frames in a compressed video stream have different impact 
on perceived video quality at the receiver, our proposed mechanism takes into account the type of 
video packets in scheduling them for transmission over multiple paths and also queue scheduling 
at the source node [3, 4 and 5]. 
 
The remaining of this paper has been organized as following: We review the related works in 
Section 2. Section 3 describes the proposed priority scheduling model. The performance 
evaluation of the proposed mechanism through simulation results are provided in section 4. 
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.  
 
2. RELATED WORKS 
 
Several packet scheduling solutions have been proposed for video transmission over MWSNs. 
The work in [9] has proposed a packet scheduling mechanism in which the video packets are 
scheduled for transmission through multiple paths according to the importance of the video 
frames in each group of picture (GOP).  Highest priority is given to the packets containing frames 
with type I-frames (intra coded picture) and P-frames (predictive coded picture), then B-frames 
(bidirectional predictive coded picture). It has proposed a multipath video delivery based on 
packet and path priority that collects information about the paths by transmitting control packets 
over the WMSN periodically. It classifies packets according to their types and more important 
packets are transmitted through paths with better conditions. For this purpose, three queues are 
used for each kind of video frame packets and different priorities are given to each queue at the 
source.  
 
The authors of [10] have proposed a mechanism for calculating paths score according to paths 
properties and QoS requirements of the multimedia applications. The proposed scheme in [11] is 
based on sending video packets over two disjoint paths besides using buffering technique in 
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special nodes of the network. In each path one node is selected as cache node. The main task of 
the cache nodes is to realizing different packet types, buffering some of important video packets, 
reducing forward traffic rate while detecting loss in network and local error management to 
overcome high loss rate of the video packets. 
 
In [9], a power efficient multipath video transmission scheme has been proposed that selects less 
important video packets to be dropped by using a recursive distortion prediction model. It 
provides a power aware packet scheduling that is able to identify the available paths from the 
source to the receiver and schedules packets for transmitting over the selected paths according to 
energy efficiency of the participating sensor nodes in the paths. The authors of [12] have 
proposed a multipath routing protocol which can discover multiple paths with high energy 
efficiency. The work in [13] has proposed using different metrics for multipath computation for 
different video encoding schemes (e.g. Multiple Description Coding and Layered Coding). 
Furthermore, it has adopted a more practical measurement technique for predicting the quality of 
a link for improving path selection for video streaming. 
 
In [14], video stream data is partitioned into image and audio streams and two kinds of priorities 
are given to them for using of limited bandwidth and energy in the network based on application 
requirements. The authors of [15] have used path priority scheduling and cross-layer technique 
for adaptive video coding to path status with frame skipping, reference frame selecting and intra-
frame refreshing techniques for H.26L real-time video streaming over WSNs. 
 
Single path video data transmission in wireless sensor networks causes the energy of the sensor 
nodes throughout the path to be consumed and consequently the network be partitioned. In 
addition, transmission of video data through a single path leads to congestion in the intermediate 
nodes that causes increasing the packet loss rate and end-to-end delay. It seems using multipath 
transmission for video data is more efficient than single path approach [5]. 
Some main advantages of using multipath routing techniques for video transmission over sensor 
networks are uniformly load distribution, improving the reliability, expanding the bandwidth, and 
delay reduction. Since our packet scheduling scheme in this paper is based on multipath routing 
in wireless sensor networks, we briefly discuss AOMDV as a sample of multipath routing 
protocols.  
 
AOMDV is the multipath version of the AODV routing algorithm [19]. This protocol intends to 
detect both link-disjoint and node-disjoint paths that conduce to the destination. In order to 
support the multipath routing in AOMDV, all routing tables contain a list of paths for each 
destination. All paths that conduce to one destination have same sequence number.  For loop 
prevention in the network and also creation of disjoint paths, in this protocol two values should be 
saved for each path, the distance from the source node and the last hop. The value of data filed for 
the distance from the source node will not be changed until a path for the next sequence number is 
specified.  
 
To find node-disjoint routes, each node does not immediately reject duplicate RREQs (Route 
Request). Each RREQs arriving via a different neighbour of the source defines a node-disjoint 
path. This is because nodes cannot broadcast duplicate RREQs, so any two RREQs arriving at an 
intermediate node via a different neighbour of the source could not have traversed the same node. 
In an attempt to get multiple link-disjoint routes, the destination replies to duplicate RREQs, the 
destination only replies to RREQs arriving via unique neighbours. After the first hop, the RREPs 
follow the reverse paths, which are node disjoint and thus link-disjoint [18, 19]. The advantage of 
using AOMDV is that it allows intermediate nodes to reply to RREQs, while still selecting 
disjoint paths. AOMDV has more message overheads during route discovery due to increased 
flooding and multiple RREQs replies by the destination [18]. 
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3. THE PROPOSED PRIORITY SCHEDULING METHOD 
                                      
When there is huge amount of traffic in the network, using multipath routing cannot provide the 
required quality for the perceived video alone. Thus, an additional mechanism such as scheduling 
will be needed. The role of such an additional mechanism is to give appropriate priority to each 
video frame in conjunction to the other data in order to avoid frame losses while achieving QoS 
for video streaming. 
 
As we know different video frames in a compressed video stream have different effects on the 
perceived video quality at the receivers. Reference frames have much more effect on the video 
quality. Moreover, unsuccessful reception of a reference frame would eventuate the unsuccessful 
decoding of all dependent frames. Consequently, this causes resource inefficiency in the network.  
In this section we propose a packet scheduling mechanism for transmission of video packets 
through multiple paths in the network based on the type of the vide packets. Our proposed 
solution has three parts: A) Packet scheduling, B) Queue scheduling, C) Path scheduling.  In the 
remaining of this section we explain each part.  
 
3.1. Packet Scheduling 
 
Since different video frames in a GOP have different impact of the perceived video quality, it is 
better to give per frame different priority. In this way, reference frames would have the most 
priority compared with the other video frames. In our proposed packet priority scheduling, the 
highest priority is given to the packets that containing frames with type of I-frame (Intra coded 
picture) and P-frame (Predictive coded picture) then B-frame (Bidirectional predictive coded 
picture), respectively. Furthermore, the packets containing I-frames must be sent through the most 
reliable paths in the network. 
 
3.2. Queue Scheduling 
 
We also propose a scheduling mechanism for the intermediate nodes in each path. Such a 
mechanism can improve the video delivery over WMSN. In our queue priority scheduling, nodes’ 
buffer is divided into four queues and a round robin scheduling is executed for them. Each 
arriving packet to a node is placed on one of the queues according to following rules:  
 
• A packet that contains I-frame is placed in the first queue. 
• A packet that contains P-frame is placed in the second queue. 
• A packet that contains B-frame is placed in the third queue. 
• A packet with no video data is placed in the fourth queue. 
 
The algorithm for enqueuing the packets in the nodes’ buffer is shown in Algorithm 1. 
The proposed scheduling scheme operates in this way. The packets of three queues that have 
higher priorities, because of containing video packets, are transmitted with round-robin 
scheduling. If these three queues are empty and don't have any packets, then the fourth queue is 
served one packet. It is worth to mention that First-In-First-Out (FIFO) discipline is used for each 
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  Algorithm 1 Enqueuing of Receiving Packets in each Node   
   
1 for each node 
2         if physical buffer length > sum of length of four queues 
3              Place packet in the each queue based on the type of packet; 
4         else  
5               Drop packet; 
6         end if 
7 end for  
 
Since in each GOP we have only one I frame and a number of P and B frames, and the number of 
B frames is more than that of P frames, using above queue priority scheduling provides more 
resources for I frames then for P and B frames, respectively. The other data packets in any node 
are served if and only if there is not any packet in the video buffers. In this way, the video packets 
are quickly transmitted compared to other data packets.  
 
  Algorithm 2 Queue Scheduling  
   
1 for each node  
2         for any three queues have video frames  
3                Perform RRS1; 
4         end for 
5          if  there is not any packet in three video buffers  
6                Send one packet from fourth queue; 
7                go to 2; 
8           end if 
9 end for  
        1Round-Robin Scheduling 
3.3. Path Scheduling 
 
Since recognizing high reliability paths for transmission of more important video frames is 
necessary in our proposed approach, we use control packets for collecting information of each 
path. Then the path score is calculated based on such information. The multipath routing protocol 
that we have used is AOMDV [19]. AOMDV creates paths with node-disjoint from video source 
node to the receiver. In this way, control packets will be sent from all video source nodes to the 
receiver over all paths in multipath routing. In [10], the authors have proposed a mechanism for 
achieving the most reliable path with metrics such as delay, bandwidth and energy. The path with 
the highest score has the best condition for transmitting high priority packets. Each path score is 
calculated as following [9, 10]: 
Path score = α  WL + β WE + γ WQ + λ  WH                   (1) 
where 
α + β + γ + λ = 1                    0 ≤ Path score ≤ 1 
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Calculating of path score is based on α, β, γ and λ coefficients. Each coefficient affects on its 
corresponding component importance. Choosing these coefficients is dependent to the considered 
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application. In this work, we adopted the values for these coefficients from [10]. Hop Count is the 
number of hops to destination. Whenever AOMDV, as multipath routing protocol, is executed; 
Hop Count is calculated. Max Hop Count is the network diameter. Buffer Size is the total number 
of packets that can be placed in the node buffer initially and Free Buffer Size is the number of 
packets that can be placed in the node buffer in each time. E0 and B0 are initial energy and buffer 
size of the intermediate nodes, i.e. the nodes between source and destination in the path. Every 
control packet has three parameters:  
 
1- Path ID that shows path number 
2- Minimum residual energy that shows minimum residual energy of the nodes along the 
path 
3- Minimum free buffer size that shows the minimum free buffer size of the nodes along the 
path. 
Moreover, each intermediate node holds three parameters: hop count, its residual energy and free 
buffer size. The control packets are sent through the paths, periodically. Each intermediate node 
that receives a control packet updates its fields and forwards it to the next node. The algorithm for 
updating the control packets is provided in Algorithm 3.  
 
  Algorithm 3 Updating the Control Packet 
   
1 for each path  
2        send control packet from video source node to destination every T1; 
3        for each nodes receiving control packet 
4               if  MRE2 > REN3 
5                    MRE ← REN; 
6               end if 
7                if  MFBS4 > FBSN5 
8                    MFBS ← FBSN; 
9              end if 
10       end for 
11 end for 
1T = 20s; 2Minimum Residual Energy; 3Residual Energy of Node; 4Minimum Free 
 Buffer Size; 5Free Buffer Size of Node 
 
Video packets that don’t satisfy delay requirement and aren’t received in their deadline will be 
considered as lost packets. End-to-end delay in each path is calculated as following [14]: 
De2e = DHOP . H                                               (2) 
where, DHOP is average delay of each hop and H is the number of hops in each path. Since 
network conditions vary over time, control packets are transmitted from source to destination 
periodically for collecting paths information and calculation of paths scores. Upon receiving a 
control packet by the receiver, path score is calculated based on hop count, minimum residual 
energy, minimum free buffer size and video packet loss based on delay parameter for each path. 
Then path score is sent from destination to video source node by using feedback channel. In video 
source node, paths are sorted according to their scores and the path with the higher score is 
considered as a reliable one for transmitting more important video frames. Thus video packets 
with higher priority will be sent to paths with higher scores. This causes more important packets 
to be transmitted through more reliable paths and therefore it could increase video quality at the 
receiver. The algorithm for calculating path score and sorting path is listed in Algorithm 4. 
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  Algorithm 4 Calculating Path Score & Sorting Path  
   
1 for  each destination node  
2        Calculate path score based on equation (1); 
3        Send path score to video source node; 
4 end for 
5 for  each video source node  
6        Sort paths according to their scores; 
7        Send each video frame to one priority path based on packet and queue scheduling; 
8 end for 
 
In this scheduling method, if there is not any most important video packet (e.g. I-frame packets) 
for transmitting in the source node, then video packets with lower priority will be transmitted 
towards the path with highest quality. In this way, we use packet and queue scheduling 
mechanism for video transmission in the source node.  Diagram of the proposed video 




















Figure 1. Diagram of the proposed video transmission 
 
4. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
4.1. Simulation Setup 
 
For performance evaluation of our proposed method through simulation we used NS2 network 
simulator [20]. Moreover, we generated MPEG4 [21] video traffic by using EvalVid [22, 23, 24] 
frame work. In this frame work we used ffmpeg [25] encoder. Our used performance metrics are 
end-to-end delay, cumulative jitter, frame loss rate and etc. Our used simulation setup is shown in 
Table I. 
 
In our simulation results we incorporate queue priority scheduling with packet and path priority 
scheduling over AOMDV routing protocol. The first control packets are transmitted 50 seconds 
Source node: Sending control 
packets through each path 
Intermediate nodes: Updating 
control packets 
Receiver node: Calculating path scores and sending them to the 
source node through the feedback channel 
Source node: Sorting paths based on their scores 
Source node: Scheduling the transmission of video packets over multiple paths based on packet and queue 
scheduling mechanism 
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after execution of AOMDV and control packets request interval was T (T = 20s). For this 
purpose, we transmitted Paris video sequence, with CIF (i.e. 176*144) format and 1065 frames, 
and analyzed the results.  
 
TABLE I.  PARAMETERS OF THE SIMULATION SETUP 
 
Value Parameters 
1000m x 1000m Network Dimension 
150 Number of Nodes 
1000 Joules Sensor Initial Energy 
Uniformly Distributed Node Placement 
Two nodes send video traffic to the base station 
and each other node sends 400 bps traffic to the 
base station. 
Traffic 
200 Packets Buffer Size 
400 Bytes Packet size 
20ms Average Hop Delay 
T = 20s Control Packet 
Request Interval 
 




Fig. 2 shows the overall PSNR of video frames in AOMDV with random scheduling for video 
streaming compared to AOMDV with proposed scheduling at the source and the intermediate 
nodes. Using packet and path priority scheduling provides high improvement in PSNR of the 
received video. Also queue priority scheduling giving high priority for video packets against 
other packets. In addition, using weighted fair queuing in the intermediate nodes causes the 
packets belonging to more important video frames (i.e. I and P frames) to be forwarded more 
quickly than other ones and consequently decreasing the end-to-end delay and video packet loss 
at the receiver. Decreasing end-to-end delay and packet loss of video traffic obviously improves 
the PSNR of the received video. 
 
Figure 2. PSNR of video frames for AOMDV and the proposed scheduling 
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4.2.2. Frame Loss 
 
Fig. 3 compares percentage of frame loss in random scheduling with proposed scheduling. 
Decreasing lost video frames in our scheduling can causes a high improvement in QoS in real-
time video. The reason is that the proposed scheduling scheme tries to reduce the loss of the video 
packets in the networks by recognizing the most reliable paths for transmitting the reference video 
frames that have the most effect on the received video distortion. 
 
Figure 3. Video frame loss in AOMDV and the proposed scheduling 
 
Play-out buffering is used at the receiver for jitter removal of the video traffic in the network. Big 
play-out buffering time can reduce the video frame loss resulted from late arrivals of the video 
packets while increasing the start-up play time. In order to study the impact of the pay-out 
buffering time on frame loss rate at the receiver, We examined different values of Play-out 
buffering time such as 1200ms, 1400ms and so on.  For greater play-out buffer times, video 
frames have more time to be received at the receiver. Fig. 4 shows the percentage of frame loss 
against play out buffering time in this experiment. As shown in the figure by increasing the play-
out buffering time, the frame loss rate is decreased in both methods, but the decreasing rate in our 
proposed method is considerably more than the random scheduling. This is due to giving high 
priority to more important video packets and also sending the reference frames through more 
reliable paths that consequently lead to decreasing in the late arrival loss at the recover. Fig. 4 
shows that in high play out buffer time, such as 1500 ms and after that, the value of frame loss 
rate for our priority scheduling is as low as 4.79% whiles the value of frame loss rate with random 
scheduling is about of 55% time. 
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Figure 4. Video frame loss in AOMDV and the proposed scheduling against play-out buffering time 
 
4.2.3. End-to-End Delay 
 
End-to-end delay and cumulative jitter for per frame at the receiver are generated with EvalVid 
[22, 23]. In video transmission systems not only end-to-end delay is important for the perceived 
video quality, but also the variation of the delay, usually referred to as frame jitter, is important 
for the video quality. Fig. 5 shows end-to-end delay in AOMDV with random scheduling and 
AOMDV with the proposed scheduling. Using packet and path priority scheduling in the video 
source node, the reliable paths are dedicated to important video packets in networks. Also, the 
proposed queue scheduling can achieve a high improvement in end-to-end delay. The proposed 
mechanism transmits video packets just and quickly in proportion of the other packets. This is 
equivalent to giving priority to video frames when there is a huge amount of CBR data traffic in 
network. Thus, in this way with decreasing queuing delay for video packets in the buffer of 
intermediate nodes, the end-to-end delay of frames will be decreased.  
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Figure 5. End-to-end delay for video frames in AOMDV and the proposed scheduling 
 
Fig. 6 shows cumulative jitter in AOMDV with random scheduling and AOMDV with the 
proposed scheduling. Our scheduling can produce a high improvement in cumulative jitter. Our 
mechanism, through using scheduling in intermediate nodes, fairly and quickly transmits video 
packets compared with data packets. Also, using packet and path priority scheduling in the video 
source node, the reliable paths are dedicated to important video packets in networks. Thus, in this 
way, through decreasing end-to-end delay and reliable transmitting for video packets, cumulative 
jitter of frames improves. 
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4.2.4. Inter Frame Gap 
 
High inter frame gaps in the received video cause freezing, and consequently decrease the video 
quality. Fig. 7 shows inter frame gap in AOMDV with random scheduling and AOMDV with the 
proposed scheduling. This results show that the proposed scheduling mechanism can achieve high 
improvement in inter fame gap of the received video at the receiver.  
 
Figure 7. Inter frame gap for AOMDV and the proposed scheduling 
 
Fig. 8 presents video quality at the receiver for using AODV with random scheduling, AOMDV 
with random scheduling and AOMDV with the proposed scheduling. As the results shows, using 
single path routing cannot be efficient for video streaming in WMSNs, while in multipath routing, 
correlation among packet losses, with transmitting video frames over several paths, is reduced. In 
addition, using efficient scheduling mechanism along with multipath routing can achieve better 
results. 
 
(a)                                       (b)                                         (c) 
Figure 8. Paris sequence (a) using AODV with random scheduling (b) using AOMDV with random  
 




Video delivery with high quality over a WMSN that have limited resources, such as energy, is a 
challenging problem. In this paper, we proposed a new mechanism for improving video delivery 
over WMSN in which all of the nodes participate in priority scheduling. In the video source node, 
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packet, queue and path priority scheduling are used. Using queue priority scheduling, different 
types of video frames will be treated according to their importance. With packet and path priority 
scheduling, high priority video packets are transmitted over high reliable paths. For this goal we 
used control packets that are transmitted from the video source node over the routing paths for 
collecting information of each path. Since network condition may vary over the time, control 
packets are periodically transmitted from source to destination for collecting paths information. 
The simulation results show that our proposed scheduling solution improves the quality of the 
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